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EDITOR'S
COMMENT

This is an attempt to
see how many people !

can get together who
are interested in
maybe forming a Geos
group, I ara sure we
can be of help to one
another and especially
to newcomers to GEOS.
! have had contact
with about 15 Geos
users some of whom
find it harder to get
going in Geos than
others. We must also
have a wealth of PD
and Shareware Geos
software between us
so we could probably
make up a library for
newcoF^ersi ! --have Had
contact with a guy in
Germany who is a
member of a group
there with 1800
members with some
very good and active
programmers, he will
try to obtain
permissionm to send us
some of their
software complete
with English
translation. There are
also two of us that I

know with contacts in
the USft which has to
be of benefit to us all

.So, it's up to us, do
we want a group or
not. On one of the
following pages is a

short questionaire, if

you want to have a go,
fill it in and post it to
me, if you know anyone
else interested make a
photo copy and get them
to fill that in, then we
will have a complete
record.

HELP!

Has anyone got access
to a photocopier who
could deal with making
copies from the master.
At present f don't know
how many pages it will
be nor how many copies
but the results of the
questionaire should
settle that, as long as
everyone replies
PROMPTLY.

Where did te get
that Union Jack
from ?.

DISKART 11

This small issue has been
produced and paid for by
me because it is just
something I wanted to do
and it has come to you
un-solicited. Obviously I

cannot keep this up for
too long so at least to
begin with for the next
issue would appreciate it

if when you send your
questionaire back if you
would stick the corner
of an unused stamp to it
to cover the postage of
issue 2 »which I hope will
be much bigger.

CONTRIBUTOHS

if you'd like to
contribute an article,
review, letter or
whatever, it would be
of great help if you
sent it as a GeowVite
file on a disk that way
I "will not have as much
typing to do. You'll get
your disk back With
your next copy of
geoNEWS. There may
even be a new Geos
program on it as a
reward for your help.



from rttSSLAETT 9

Those Designers who
publish Diskftrt ready
made Geos graphics have
a couple of newish disks
out, they are numbers 14
and 15. I have just
purchased Ho. 14 and for
those of you who like roe
are an air plane freak,
you'll like it, there are
some very good pictures
of US jets. I have in my
collection the following
Diskftrt disks no's 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14,
Music Kit, Disk Forms.
These disks are not
shareware so I cannot
distribute them around
as they are copywrite,
but what I will do if

anyone would like to see

fram MSEAET U

General Dynamics

F-16
Air Superiority

Fiqhter

HAWKER
HUftRICAHE

C*Wfiflht 1*** THOSE DESK;

France Concorde, BA
Air Bus, TWA L-1011, AA
MD-11, Lufstansa 737
and Swiss Air 737. The
US jets are EA6
Prowler, AU-8B Harrier
II, F-15C Eagle and ft-4F
Hawk. To non aircraft
buffs that lot will mean
nothing. There are also
2 A4 sheets of military
vehicles which are quite
good and up to the
usual standard and
finally an A4 sheet of
sports figures. Another
good aircraft disk is

DiSKART 3 which contains
amongst others, F-16, F-14
Tomcat, and A-10A
Thunderbolt, recently made
famous in the Gulf war as
the SCUD-BUSTER and,
faithfully reproduced for
you here. These disks cost
£7:35 each from FSSL, you
may think that's a bit
pricey, but if you bought
them in the States it would
cost you 53:00, then there's
the postage both ways and
the risk, so it's not that
bad really, like they say
these days, CHECK IT OUT.
There are another couple of
disks with aircraft on,
DISKART 9 has some US jets
and also some World War
Two which are quite good
and DISKART 3 which contains
amongst them the DC-3
•DAKOTA" for which I give 10
out of 10. Any of these
.graphics can be modified and
utilized however you want
them, t use the DC-3 has a
letterhead with just a few
modifications on it, but they
are for single user only and
so even modified ones are
still covered by copyright.
Anybody want to right a
few words about your
favorite DISKART disk or any
other disk for that matter
then send in a geoUJrite file

and get yourself in print. I'll

even add some graphics to
it if you like.

a sample off any of the
disks I will send a
printout with sample
from the disk on, but
please not all at once
and not a sample from
each disk. This is a
service for you to see
what you are buying
before you buy. I DO HOT
by the way sell
software so you'll have
to go to FSSL for them.
For those of you who
have never seen DiskArt
graphics I'll scatter a
few about this issue and
put the disk number
underneath them, 'arnt 1

the helpful sort. DISKART
14 has commercial
aircraft on, nar<U^y fiir
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Fairchild Republic I
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